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	Firewalls 24seven, 9780782140545 (0782140548), Sybex, 2002
For experienced network administrators. This updated edition of Firewalls 24seven is the book that you and other network administrators have been waiting for. Starting where other books and training courses end and the real world begins, it provides advanced information on today's most effective security technologies and techniques.
Written to build on the knowledge you already have. Inside, two network security experts deliver the targeted instruction and inside tips you need to maintain and improve your network's security. Coverage includes:  

Hackers and their motivations Encryption and VPN theory and techniques TCP/IP and packet filtering Proxy services Network Address Translation Firewall configuration Detecting network intrusions  Tuning Linux to act as a firewall Tuning Windows NT or 2000 to act as a firewall Features and benefits of Windows-based firewalls Features and benefits of UNIX-based firewalls Features and benefits of device-based firewalls     

       About the Author
   Matthew Strebe is the Chief Technology Officer of Consulting Network Integration Corporation (Connetic), an IT services company located in San Diego, CA. He has nearly twenty years of experience in hacking, military security, and computer security applications. He and Mr. Perkins were members of the same hacking cabal in high school.  

Charles Perkins is a Senior Network Systems Analyst at Connetic and the author of numerous books on Windows NT and security. Before joining Connetic, he was the Director of Computing Systems at the University of Utah College of Law, where he routinely dealt with Internet security threats from both inside and outside his domain.       
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Subsystems of Second Order Arithmetic (Perspectives in Logic)Cambridge University Press, 2009


	Foundations of mathematics is the study of the most basic concepts and

	logical structure ofmathematics, with an eye to the unity of human knowl-

	edge. Among the most basic mathematical concepts are: number, shape,

	set, function, algorithm, mathematical axiom, mathematical definition,

	and mathematical proof. Typical questions in...

		

Mac OS X Version 10.2 Jaguar Fast & EasyCourse Technology PTR, 2002
Relax. Learning how to use this latest version of Mac OS X is now a breeze. With this book’s step-by-step instructions, you’ll be navigating the Mac OS X interface and customizing your Mac in no time. Begin with an introduction to Jaguar and instructions for setting up your desktop. By the time you’ve finished the book,...


		

Smashing Photoshop CS5: 100 Professional Techniques (Smashing Magazine Book Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2010

	Yippie! I am thrilled that you picked up this book because it’s loaded with 100 creative and
	innovative ideas to help jumpstart your creativity and teach you to do more with your designs
	and photographs, faster and better, with Photoshop. Aft er fl ipping through the pages, you’ll
	soon discover how valuable an addition this...





	

Tricks of the Microsoft(R) Windows Vista(TM) MastersQue, 2007
All over the world, Windows gurus have been working overtime to uncover the hottest new Windows Vista tips, tricks, and tweaks. Now, J. Peter Bruzzese has collected all their best discoveries in one place: Tricks of the Microsoft® Windows VistaTM Masters!  Bruzzese has interviewed top Windows professionals,...

		

Cisco CCNA/CCENT Exam 640-802, 640-822, 640-816 Preparation KitSyngress Publishing, 2009

	To have a successful career as a Cisco Certified Network Associate (CCNA), it is imperative that you understand the terminology used by individuals in the field of networking. To communicate effectively with peers and staff, you need to have a firm grasp on concepts and jargon you will be exposed to as a CCNA. Understanding basic terms and...


		

Project Portfolio Management: A Practical Guide to Selecting Projects, Managing Portfolios, and Maximizing BenefitsJossey-Bass, 2005

	Project Portfolio Management (PPM) goes beyond the typical project management approach to offer a set of proven business practices that can help executives, program managers, and project managers bring projects into alignment with the strategies, resources, and executive oversight of the overall enterprise.  Step by step,...
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